Footwear

About us
Framis Italia was born 40 years ago from the winning idea of promoting the use in clothing of a new polyurethane
elastic tape, the Framilon®. Since then, the Company has developed and improved the NoSo® heat-welding
system, increasingly meeting the demand for new creativity and improved quality expressed by major stylists
and designers worldwide.

Noso® Bonding technology
Framis Italia is the only Company that designs and develops both the heat-welding products and the
machines that apply them, making the Noso® Technology perfect also for footwear’s world.
The variety of one-side and two-side adhesive films and tape, available with various effects and finishing,
allows functional, structural and decorative applications, with no limits to creativity.
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Products
Dream: 100% polyurethane tape and film, very versatile and available in more than 50 colors
Dream Reflective: reflective product with color card
Thicker Dream: 100% polyurethane film, to reinforce and decorate
Portofino: adhesive tape with fabric surface
Panarea: tape and film to reinforce ultrasonic joining
Fit: elastic adhesive tapes to bind the collar
Colorado: 3 layer seamsealing tape, high abrasion resistant
Laminated Fabrics: fabrics can be laminated with double sided adhesive film and than laser cut to create
decorative or reinforced areas.

Machines

MP 301HK - Heat press
MX 208s- Edge binding machine
MU 280 - Ultrasonic machine
MX 204 - Weld & Cut machine
MX 206 / MX 236 - High Pressure machine
MX 210 - Taping / Weld & Fold machine
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